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Introduction of the Clack Dome-Hole Tank
Water-Right is pleased to announce the introduction of an additional
Dome-Hole Tank source through Clack Corporation. The Clack Dome-Hole Tank
offers the same level of quality in Water-Right’s current tank lineup, but features
a slightly different dome hole plug.
The Clack Dome-Hole Tank features a proprietary course thread design in its
dome-hole, allowing for easy opening and closing when refilling media is
required. The thread design also makes cleaning the plug and dome-hole easier
as no media may be trapped in the threads. The dome-hole plug is equipped
with two safety lock positions to prevent accidental discharge if the tank is not
properly depressurized prior to removal.
Tank heights may vary slightly per manufacturer. In rare cases where a twin
single tank dome hole is used, please note that there may be a small difference
in plumbing height. For twin (TW) systems, Water-Right will use two tanks of the
same manufacturer in its assembly.

Plug Removal

To remove the dome-hole plug, first ensure that the tank is depressurized. Press
down firmly on the plug to disengage the lock and twist counter-clockwise to
remove. After refilling, replace the plug and turn until hand-tight.

Ordering

Clack Dome-Hole Tank plugs are only compatible with Clack Dome-Hole tanks
and may be ordered using part number CD1338-01. Replacement plugs include
the compatible plug o-ring (o-ring is not sold separately).
Due to the ever changing landscape of product supply in the water treatment
industry, Water-Right will continue to dual source our dome-hole tanks and will
supplement our supply with Clack’s dome-hole offerings. If you have questions
about the introduction of these dome-hole tanks, please contact Water-Right
Technical or Customer Service at (800) 777-1426 or reach out to your Regional
Sales Manager. We are continuing to work with our vendors to ensure that
we are providing the best quality products and are dedicated to keeping you
informed as changes occur.
Thank you.
-The Water-Right Group

Hand-tighten only. Do not use tools or other equipment to
tighten. Please use silicone lubricant on the
dome-hole opening and o-ring to properly seal the domehole plug. Do not use petroleum-based lubricants
on black o-rings.

